
WHAT THE DMR RADIO 
SAID    

Stuff we'd all like to know.



Sub-Titled:

Why Brandmeister is
● better
● more fun/what YOU want to use
● Is more COOL than XXXXXXX



Part One



Partially/Somewhat;

Based on prior
“source material”:



WHAT  THE COMPUTER SAID

Shack operations and the convergence of 
digital communications and open source.



Ground RULES:

There are NO ground rules. Just a couple of things to 
think about as we explore what is DMR ? , What is a 

Hot-SPOT ?, What is open source ?, and How will this 
affect my Ham Shack ?, and possibly How can I get 

started ?

1)  Remember to challenge me. Stop me. Ask questions. 
Make ‘em TOUGH questions. Worst I can say is “Dunno…” 
OR the answer MAY surprise you !!!

2) When I say OPEN SOURCE I am often talking about 
OPEN PLATFORM. (Now’s a chance to ask me: “What is 
open platform Bob ?”)



This is YOUR Presentation !!

I plan on saying some things you might well find to be 
outrageous, so STOP me right then and there and 

CHALLENGE me !

***** PLEASE do NOT wait until the end of the presentation. 
Speak up, and contribute.

This time we are spending together really was organized for 
just such interruptions. It is expected.

( …………. And for those of you that are reading this long 
after the presentation, you missed A LOT. OH WELL !!! )



Why DMR ?

Lots of GOOD and
REALLY GOOD

Reasons.

Just ask the 110,000 registered 
users !!!



DMR and Digital Voice ModesDMR and Digital Voice ModesDMR and Digital Voice ModesDMR and Digital Voice Modes

Signal Strength vs Audio Quality Comparing Analog to DigitalSignal Strength vs Audio Quality Comparing Analog to DigitalSignal Strength vs Audio Quality Comparing Analog to DigitalSignal Strength vs Audio Quality Comparing Analog to Digital
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COMPUTERS
&

The INTERNET

COME TO
HAM RADIO



OFFERING:

DX IN THE PALM OF YOUR 
HAND



AND



(YOUR answer(s) here...)



 The EXPLOSIVE Growth !!

From less than 10,000 registered DMR users 
in Jan 2017 to almost 80,000 in Jan 2018 to 

110,000 users today !!!!



Why EXPLOSIVE Growth ?

1 – 60 manufacturers agreeing to OPEN
      standards.
2 – Inexpensive radios that could be
      adapted via OPEN Software. (MD-380)
3 – Development of an OPEN Network to
      support world-wide communications.



Why EXPLOSIVE Growth ?

NO prior Ham Radio Digital mode had

OPEN
development of hardware, embedded 
software, and support infrastructure !!



….and there is

NO ADVANTAGE

TO HAVING

ANALOG ONLY
RADIOS



….due to:

Better battery consumption 
and XXXXXX 

and

Besides they are ALSO 
analog radios !!



….AND:

What applies to the user 
radios ALSO applies to the 

repeaters.

i.e. LOWER cost for a given 
performance capability.
(Coverage and ability to 

inter-connect.)



But FIRST !!!



REVIEW

Tiers, Time Slots, Groups (Private and NOT-
Private), Color Codes, Codeplugs, Admit 

parameters, and ID numbers.
(ALSO: Promiscuous receive !)



Why we are here today …..



Droves leaving cBridge and DMR-MARC for Brandmeister

I don’t know the reasoning but it’s appearing all over the West 
coast and elsewhere. DMR user communities and repeater owners 
are dropping DMR-MARC and cBridge based networks for 
Brandmeister. Here are a few examples.

DMR Phoenix It’s not just in the US, here’s a UK network moving.

DMR-Utah

Mountain West DMR

Natural State Xperimenters

NorCal DMR These guys have moved 50 repeaters!

PAPA System 

http://www.dmrusers.co.uk/viewtopic.php?t=648
http://www.dmr-utah.net/index.php
http://mountainwestdmr.org/
http://k5nsx.com/2016/02/12/moving-to-brandmeister/
http://norcal-brandmeister.org/
http://papasys.net/dmr/


Here’s an interesting post that discusses the movement and the 
fragmentation that’s happening around all the digital modes. It 
seems just as things are growing, some people want to meddle, 
manage, control, interfere, moderate, direct, guide, take credit for, 
regulate, police, you name it. Feelings and personalities clash and 
some leave in disgust, some are asked to take sides, some wait and 
see… Personally I’d say change is inevitable and it’s an open 
market.

Some of the benefits of using Brandmeister appear to be:

Open support for repeaters other than Motorola. Hotspots, Hytera 
and HomeBrew for example

Support for location based services

Bridging location data to APRS and DStar networks

Ability to connect with radio dongles

Ability to interface with DStar reflectors

https://g0wfv.wordpress.com/2016/02/05/whats-going-on-with-dmr/
https://minnesotadmr.com/hotspots-and-radio-dongles/




..another (slight) detour !



Quick Quiz about
DMR

(Digital Mobile Radio)

Which one of the following 
statements are correct ?

AND
What is wrong with (some or all) of 

them ?



What is the VERY best radio 
for Brandmeister-DMR ?

(Depends)



Do I NEED a Hotspot ?

(Depends)



What IS a Hotspot ?

NOW we are getting 
somewhere ?

(more later on...)



Quick Quiz about
BRANDMEISTER’S

DMR Network

Which one of the following 
statements are correct ?

AND
What is wrong with (some or all) of 

them ?



IS there a difference between 
MARC and BRANDMEISTER 

networks ?

At the heart of why we 
are here today !!!





What IS Brandmeister ?





Whom or what does the word 
“Brandmeister” stand for  ?

(Hint: It’s a German word

Which means …..)



It’s a German word

Which means …..

FIRE MARSHAL



Why BRANDMEISTER ?

LOTS of Good and
VERY GOOD reasons.

AND
ALL of them are based on the idea 

of OPEN-DEVELOPMENT !



● Hot-Spots
● IMBY Repeaters
● Pi-Star
● “da” HOSE-LINE
● Dynamic Talkgroups
● Exceptionally fine-grained control
● EASY interconnection (bridging) with other networks
● and they’re nice guys



None of this is on DMR-MARC or
Other networks



Brandmeister vrs. DMR-MARC

Open vrs. Closed

Open structure allows improvements to 
be introduced from anyone

Therefore:

Open structure is not either rigid or 
static



Which is to say;

The radios are easier to program 
codeplugs and scan groups and to use 

dynamically.

Same for the repeaters !!



What may help – knowing 
about;

Networking Bridges



A network bridge joins two otherwise 
separate computer networks to 

enable communication between them 
and allow them to work as a single 
network. Bridges are used with 
local area networks (LANs) to 

extend their reach to cover larger 
physical areas than the LAN can 

otherwise reach. Bridges are similar 
to—but more intelligent than—simple 

repeaters, which also extend signal 
range.

https://www.lifewire.com/local-area-network-816382


A network bridge is a computer networking device
 that creates a single aggregate network from 

multiple communication networks or 
network segments. This function is called network 

bridging.[1] Bridging is distinct from routing. 
Routing allows multiple networks to communicate 
independently and yet remain separate, whereas 

bridging connects two separate networks as if they 
were a single network.[2] In the , bridging is 

performed in the data link layer (layer 2).[3] If one 
or more segments of the bridged network are 

wireless, the device is known as a wireless 
bridge and the function as wireless bridging.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Networking_hardware
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Communication_network
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Network_segment
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bridging_(networking)#cite_note-1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Routing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bridging_(networking)#cite_note-2
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data_link_layer
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bridging_(networking)#cite_note-3
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wireless_network












What Talk-Groups do I 
NEED ?

TG-310 – TAC(-tical) USA
TG-3100 – Nationwide USA

TG-31000 – Parrot (sometimes)

TG-3135 – New Mexico
TG-313509 – Albuquerque
TG-3199 – Hurricane Net

*** Do NOT program as “Private” ***



Had enough yet ?



Remember this one thing 
today, if nothing else.

If you need some sleep, PLEASE 
wait and DO NOT
start your nap now.



TIPS
- Use a GOOD codeplug editor.

a) Properly constructed scan groups
b) NO rcvr. Groups
c) PROMISCUOUS mode is the KEY)

- Use a GOOD hotspot/repeater.
a) easy to use
b) well constructed
c) fully OPEN software and hardware
(hint: pi-star software suite on a raspberry pi)



TIPS
- Use a GOOD radio.

MD380/390 are “the” standard
a) Top notch features
b) Inexpensive but NOT cheap
c) Robust yet sound F.B.

- Use PROMISCUOUS mode.
a) hears ALL channel traffic – this is VERY 
important v/v QRM
b) avoids issues with dynamic channel use 
and rcvr. lists
c) consider NOT using admit criteria !!



TIPS
- Set up your audio.

a) Weak or “flat-topped” audio is SAD.
b) DO ^ this by using the parrot.

- Use the proper simplex freqs.
a) Avoids issues with AMSAT among others.
b) Find/use the Texas Band-Plans and/or
c) VA3XPR’s recommendations
(as long as these meet your LOCAL freq. Co-
ord. committee’s band plans OR freq. 
allocations



TIPS
- Cell phone bridges:

a) Are useful but NOT always worthwhile
b) Besides drop-outs, they can be bandwidth 
challenged.

- When programming codeplugs:
a) Think about your channels FIRST
b) Then groups (and try to AVOID contacts)
c) Brandmeister shouldn’t use “contacts” i.e. 
PRIVATE (mode) groups/contacts.
d) Scan groups are EASY-PEASE – just 
channels on Brandmeister



TIPS

And FINALLY

- NEVER go to TG – 310 for an answer to any 
question !!

(Instead go to the established 
information/help nets – i.e.

These, along with other nets are listed at

mrickey.com/dmr-nets



OK, now….

If you need some sleep,
you should start your nap now.



Da Internet Resources:

qsl.net/nm5sh

miklor

editcp

brandmeister.network

amateurradiodigital

mrickey.com/dmr-nets



Da Internet Resources:

md380.org

editcp

(yep ^ this is listed twice,
it’s that GOOD !!!)

dmr-marc

radioid.net



Da Internet Resources:

pistar.uk

hose.brandmeister.network

va3xpr.net

jumbospot17.blogspot.com

mrickey.com/dmr-nets



Da Books:

There are any (YET) !

Care to write one ?



Da END

Well, sort of; if you want the rest of 
this sad story please continue.



Part Two



IMBY - Repeaters

In My Back Yard



Partially/Somewhat;

Based on prior
“source material”:



WHAT  THE COMPUTER SAID

Shack operations and the convergence of 
digital communications and open source.



Ground RULES:

There are NO ground rules. Just a couple of things to 
think about as we explore what is DMR ? , What is a 

Hot-SPOT ?, What is open source ?, and How will this 
affect my Ham Shack ?, and possibly How can I get 

started ?

1)  Remember to challenge me. Stop me. Ask questions. 
Make ‘em TOUGH questions. Worst I can say is “Dunno…” 
OR the answer MAY surprise you !!!

2) When I say OPEN SOURCE I am often talking about 
OPEN PLATFORM. (Now’s a chance to ask me: “What is 
open platform Bob ?”)



This is YOUR Presentation !!

I plan on saying some things you might well find to be 
outrageous, so STOP me right then and there and 

CHALLENGE me !

***** PLEASE do NOT wait until the end of the presentation. 
Speak up, and contribute.

This time we are spending together really was organized for 
just such interruptions. It is expected.

( …………. And for those of you that are reading this long 
after the presentation, you missed A LOT. OH WELL !!! )



Quick Quiz about
DMR

(Digital Mobile Radio)

Which one of the following 
statements are correct ?

AND
What is wrong with (some or all) of 

them ?



What is the VERY best radio 
for Brandmeister-DMR ?

(Depends)



Do I NEED a Hotspot ?

(Depends)



What IS a Hotspot ?

NOW we are getting 
somewhere ?



Quick Quiz about
BRANDMEISTER’S

DMR Network

Which one of the following 
statements are correct ?

AND
What is wrong with (some or all) of 

them ?



IS there a difference between 
MARC and BRANDMEISTER 

networks ?

At the heart of why we 
are here today !!!



What Talk-Groups do I 
NEED ?

TG-310 – TAC(-tical) USA
TG-3100 – Nationwide USA

TG-31000 – Parrot (sometimes)

TG-3135 – New Mexico
TG-313509 – Albuquerque
TG-3199 – Hurricane Net

*** Do NOT program as “Private” ***



Why BRANDMEISTER ?

LOTS of Good and
VERY GOOD reasons.

AND
ALL of them are based on the idea 

of OPEN-DEVELOPMENT !











A network bridge joins two otherwise 
separate computer networks to 

enable communication between them 
and allow them to work as a single 
network. Bridges are used with 
local area networks (LANs) to 

extend their reach to cover larger 
physical areas than the LAN can 

otherwise reach. Bridges are similar 
to—but more intelligent than—simple 

repeaters, which also extend signal 
range.

https://www.lifewire.com/local-area-network-816382


A network bridge is a computer networking device
 that creates a single aggregate network from 

multiple communication networks or 
network segments. This function is called network 

bridging.[1] Bridging is distinct from routing. 
Routing allows multiple networks to communicate 
independently and yet remain separate, whereas 

bridging connects two separate networks as if they 
were a single network.[2] In the , bridging is 

performed in the data link layer (layer 2).[3] If one 
or more segments of the bridged network are 

wireless, the device is known as a wireless 
bridge and the function as wireless bridging.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Networking_hardware
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Communication_network
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Network_segment
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bridging_(networking)#cite_note-1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Routing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bridging_(networking)#cite_note-2
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data_link_layer
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bridging_(networking)#cite_note-3
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wireless_network








4 Basic Rules for USERS of 
DMR

NO. 1 - Always ID the Talk-Group you are 
using EACH transmission WHEN you stop 

talking.



4 Basic Rules for USERS of 
DMR

NO. 2 – Always WAIT 2 seconds before you 
“key-up” at the end of an incoming 

transmission.



4 Basic Rules for USERS of 
DMR

NO. 3 – Do NOT simply announce your 
presence and say “listening”; be specific 

about why you are using the channel.



4 Basic Rules for USERS of 
DMR

NO. 4 – Start each transmission by keying, 
releasing, and re-keying.

(DI - DAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAH)



What is “IMBY” ?

In my back yard !!

This is VERY practical in DMR.



What is a “HotSpot”?

A “network” bridge between your DMR radio 
and the Brandmeister Network.



What is a “Network Bridge” ?

A “network” bridges between TWO separate 
networks so that a user on either network 
appears as if they were the same network.



What is the “Brandmeister 
Network” ?

WOW !!! A simply OUTSTANDING question.



Da RADIOS

- Simple to use
- Comprehensive capabilities
- Cost effective



Da REPEATERS

- Simple to use AND MAKE
- Comprehensive capabilities (think “Tier 3”)
- Cost effective – 2 repeaters for the same $
- Green (Conserves Resources)        “
- EASY to interconnect !!!

- ***** IMBY (In My Back-Yard repeaters) finally

MAKE SENSE



PICTURES…..

wheeeee



















Hot-SPOTS



















Had enough yet ?



Remember this one thing 
today, if nothing else.

If you need some sleep,
you should start your nap now.



Da Internet Resources:

qsl.net/nm5sh

miklor

editcp

brandmeister.network

amateurradiodigital

mrickey.com/dmr-nets



Da Books:

There are any (YET) !

Care to write one ?



Da END

Well, sort of; if you want the rest of 
this sad story please continue.



The “source material” I mentioned.



WHAT  THE COMPUTER SAID

Shack operations and the convergence of 
digital communications and open source.



But first...Do you use open source ?



What is DX ???

Where did the term originate ?

&

Why did it originate ?



WHO is a DXer ??



Some say:

Approaching the edge 
of the envelope.



Your Dad's Ham Shack :



Your Granddad's Shack :



This is a test .....

Testing one, two, three, four.



But second….do you have a router ?



WARNING WILL 
ROBINSON :

The all-important question is:
Who owns your data ?

And the goal is no one looses so another 
can win.





Almost from the beginning .....

there were people that sought to 
control access to radio.





WHY ?

In this case, advice from the family.

But keeping it just to Marconi 
 would not last as there was 

nothing original to keep a 
secret…..and ham radio 

could NOT develop without 
sharing of knowledge.



Lack of “openness” was an early 
problem...

And the ARRL was started to capitalize on 
sharing knowledge and capability. 



But as things have progressed !

We hams continue to share knowledge 
freely.

We share:
●Operating technique
●Hardware (and software) design
●…………….. and most importantly -> FUN !!!



And here’s the “kicker”:

We are getting diminishing returns on the 
amount of returns in RX performance the past 
several years. AND it is not likely there will be 
more improvements UNLESS we start looking 

at replacing hardware with software. 

(This might well be a controversial statement 
for many of you, so PLEASE challenge me on 

it !!!!!!)



Oh Yeah, almost forgot:

Two more rules, or things to remember:

An interesting way to look at things is to remember that we 
are addressing a ham shack that is using the internet 

BECAUSE of EOIP and IPOE.

&

It’s useful to think of the internet as an object sitting on top of 
a dimentional drawing of a pyramid. At the two bottom corners 
are Standards and Linux that support the triangle so it doesn’t 

fall over. 



But third...do you use the internet ?



What is open source software ?

Software that is freely shared.

At the first Hackers Conference in 1984. Stewart Brand told 

Steve Wozniak:

“On the one hand information wants to be expensive, because it's so 

valuable. The right information in the right place just changes your 

life. On the other hand, information wants to be free, because the 

cost of getting it out is getting lower and lower all the time. So you 

have these two fighting against each other.”

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Hackers_Conference
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Steve_Wozniak


What makes open software better ?

Advantages:
●Secure !!
●The user can supply/arrange support without permission or 

restraint.
●The user ALWAYS retains control and use of the data.
●Uniform standards enable predictable conformity.
●Market price is always the acquisition price.
●Acquisition price is always the lowest possible price.
●Anyone can participate, one way or the other, and in any 

role.
●Quality need not take a back seat position.



Can closed source software do this too 
?

NOPE



WHY ?

Commercial providers WANT to maintain an 
advantage over competitors just like Marconi 
wanted to maintain an advantage over those 

that would surely want to compete.

More especially when nothing truly NEW or 
UNIQUE is being offered. 



Closed source:

● … cannot hire enough programmers.
● … cannot remain profitable and allow programmers 

to fork code to make better code.
● … often works against open standards.
● … slow to adopt, augment, and change direction.
● … originality is short lived and usually singular.
● … not convergence friendly more often than not.





But fourth...do you have web-mail ?



So what is Convergence ?

Usual definition is based on TWO concepts:

1) Everything is IP. (Sources) …. No more analog  
transmission.

2) IP over everything. (Medium) …. What is used to carry 
the IP is a detail and only a small part of the picture.

And this REQUIRES open standards !!

This MAY BE hard for the 
dedicated DXer to swallow.



What is the Dedicated DXer ?

● Serious equipment
● Serious time
● Serious effort
● Serious FUN

And while the serious DXer wants 
EVERY capability he can have, he 
usually follows the leader of the pack. 
And it will be, as it always has been. 
… The leaders of the pack will 
change ham radio in the future, OR 
they will no longer be leaders. 



Key to understanding the future role of 
Open Software in Ham Radio:

Ham Radio is FUN
Ham Radio is Educational
Ham Radio is for Everyone

And since the most useful choices are:

Low Cost
High quality
Open standard

Open Source Software will “own” the future….when given 
enough time, closed source will not deliver what is needed.



But doesn’t open software own it 
now?

Good point !!!! ……….And it DOMINATES where it is 
deployed to maximum usefulness.

Top selling laptops dominate at the top seller of laptops by 
open source based products.

The internet, an excellent example of open standards in 
everyday use, is dominated by open source.

The cell phone and tablet market is dominated by open 
source products and open standards.



SO...show me what I can do in MY 
shack that uses open source software 

and is both fun and educational !



Anyone can join in and help out !!

No matter if you are an accomplished programmer, a novice, 
or even just an appliance operator, you CAN help.

 - Use open source software: applications and even as an 
operating system. FEEDBACK on what you want, like and 
dislike is crucial. And unlike closed source, you generally do 
NOT have to spend big bucks to be heard.

 - Tell the software programmers and hardware suppliers that 
you expect no less than the best they can offer AND that 
means using open source. (I can get a schematic from you, 
and I expect a code dump as well !!)



Live Demos

If you’re reviewing these slides at home…. oh well, ya missed 
all the fun and excitement.

Here’s what you missed:

- OLD software never dies if open sourced:
Using JOE’s implementation of WORD*STAR

- Can PERL really do contest logging in a terminal window ?
yfkTest demo … (Author is well known to me)

- Distro demo:
Either Ubuntu or Archlinux running on low cost hardware

- Meshing demo:
All weekend during the Duke City Hamfest



Local Clubs

New Mexico MESH - High Speed Multi-
Media

BroadBand HamNet



Ham Wan - Wide Area Networking

Regional Groups



National Club
American Radio Relay League



MESH Radio Resources:

NM-Mesh
groups.yahoo.com/group/nm-mesh

BBHN - HSMM
http://www.broadband-hamnet.org/

NW-Mesh
http://nw-mesh.wikidot.com/

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/nm-mesh
http://www.broadband-hamnet.org/
http://nw-mesh.wikidot.com/


MESH Radio Documentation:

Open Systems in Digital Convergence
http://www.isology.com/pdf/opensystems10.pdf

HSMM Radio Equipment - QEX 2004
http://www.n5dux.com/ham/files/pdf/HSMM%20Radio
%20Equipment.pdf

Early Documentation on ARRL-HSMM Efforts
https://www.tapr.org/pdf/DCC2003-HSMM-K8IT-AB8LN.pdf

http://www.isology.com/pdf/opensystems10.pdf
http://www.n5dux.com/ham/files/pdf/HSMM%20Radio%20Equipment.pdf
http://www.n5dux.com/ham/files/pdf/HSMM%20Radio%20Equipment.pdf
https://www.tapr.org/pdf/DCC2003-HSMM-K8IT-AB8LN.pdf


MORE Internet Resources:

Embedded Linux
https://openwrt.org/

Excellent Beginners Linux “Distro”
http://www.ubuntu.com/

Good “Distro” for learning Linux &/or customizing
https://www.archlinux.org/

https://openwrt.org/
http://www.ubuntu.com/
https://www.archlinux.org/


EVEN MORE Internet Resources:

“Distro” Playground - Highly informative
http://distrowatch.com/

Good place to begin looking at/for projects
http://sourceforge.net/

THE Linux Documentation Project
http://www.tldp.org/

**** Ham Radio and Linux Application Info
http://radio.linux.org.au/

http://distrowatch.com/
http://sourceforge.net/
http://www.tldp.org/
http://radio.linux.org.au/


Da Books:

Computer Networks
Andrew S. Tanenbaum

The UNIX Philosophy
Mike Gancarz

Linux and the Unix 
Philosophy
Mike Gancarz



MORE Da Books:

Empire of the Air:
The Men Who Made Radio

Tom Lewis

Syntony and Spark:
The Origins of Radio

Hugh G. J. Aitken



Da END

Well, sort of; if you want the rest of 
this sad story please continue.



Reference 
Material
 and a 

Discussion
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